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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the preliminary design of a three stage fan for a twin-spool low bypass ratio turbofan
aeroengine. Design produre has been initialized with the specification of technical requirements obtained from
the parametric cycle analysis. With this information, a suitable baseline engine is selected that has the closest
technical specifications. The design process continues with the determination of the number of fan stages and
other stage parameters. The next step is the designation of the blade airfoil profiles such that they have adequate
stall margin in subsonic conditions. Airfoils are designed to avoid both positive and negative stall situations.
Hub profiles have noticeably larger cambers due to lower linear speeds in comparison to tip profiles. By
stacking up airfoil profiles in the radial direction form hub to tip a quasi three dimensional design is reached.
Finally, solid models of the rotor and the stator parts were produced.
Keywords: Compressor design, Blade airfoil, Compressor aerodynamics.
DÜŞÜK BYPASS ORANLI ÇİFT MAKARALI BİR TURBOFAN MOTORUNUN SANKİ ÜÇ BOYUTLU
KOMRESÖR TASARIMI
ÖZET
Bu çalışmada düşük tali akım (bypass) oranına sahip, çift makaralı bir turbofan motorunun başlangıç tasarımı
anlatılmıştır. Tasarıma parametrik çevrim analizinden elde edilen teknik isterlerin özellikleriyle başlanmıştır. Bu
bilgiyle teknik özelliklere uygun bir temel motor seçilmiştir. Tasarım süreci fan kademe sayısının diğer kademe
parametrelerinin belirlenmesiyle devam etmiştir. Bir sonraki aşama sesaltı koşullarında gerekli sonuçları veren
kompresör kanatçık profilinin seçilmesi olmuştur. Profiller pozitif ve negatif tutunma kaybı durumlarından
kaçınacak şekilde tasarlanmıştır. Kök profillerin seçiminde uç profillere nazaran düşük lineer hızlarda
çalışmasından ötürü kamburluğun bu profillerde büyük olmasına dikkat edilmiştir.Radyal yönde profillerin
düzenli bir şekilde dizilmesinden dolayı sanki üç boyutlu bir tasarıma ulaşımıştır. Son olarak, rotor ve stator
kısımlarının katı modeli çizilmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Kompresör tasarımı, Kanatçık profili, Kompresör aerodinamiği.
pressure compressor (fan) is required to deliver a
pressure ratio of 3.8. Incoming Mach number is also
dictated by nominal flight conditions, however it can
be altered through an area change at the inlet. Other
relevant design point values are throughly discussed at
appropriate locations within the article.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, fan design for a low bypass ratio
aeroengine is performed according to pre-specified
design objectives. Such engines are typically utilized
in fighter aircraft. F-100 engine shown in Fig. 1 is a
typical example. This engine is also used as a baseline
for this study. Detailed design requirements for the
whole aircraft and also for the engine can be found in
[1]. After a through constraint [2] and parametric
cycle analyses [1], the engine is sized to breathe an air
mass flow rate of 201.8 kg/s. Moreover, the low
*
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Note that in aircraft gas turbines the design engineer is
more concerned with maximizing the work done per
stage while trying to maintain an acceptable level of
overall axial compressor efficiency. On the other
hand, increased stage loading translates into certain
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aerodynaamic constrainnts. Low aspeect ratio bladiing is
preferredd since its introoduction in thhe 1970s. Althhough
it mightt seem counnter-intuitive as this blaading
increases the aeroengiine weight, thhis disadvantaage is
far off-seet by high looading capacitty, high-efficiency
and goodd range [3].

(stato
or) respectiveely. A cascadee airfoil arran
ngement is
show
wn in Fig.2. The
T ratio of aairfoil chord leength c to
airfo
oil spacing s iss termed as soolidity and is denoted
d
by
σ. Also
A note that the at the dessign point the incidence
anglee is practicallly zero to achhieve best aerrodynamic
perfo
ormance.

w Bypass Ratioo Aeroengine
Figgure 1. A Low
(
(Image:Courte
esy of Pratt & Whitney).

Furth
her elaboratinng on aerodyynamics, Fig. 3 shows
veloccity triangles for a compresssor stage. Th
he absolute
is the
veloccity at the rottor entrance iss , whereas
relative velocity of the flow
w with respeect to an
obseerver on the rootor. Similarlly absolute an
nd relative
veloccities are alsoo defined for stations two and three.
Anglle
is the angle betweeen the abso
olute flow
veloccity and the compressor
c
axxis. Similarly, angle β is
the angle
a
betweenn the relativee flow velocitty and the
comp
pressor axis.
Desiign procedurre is iniatedd with the following
assum
mptions [4],
• Repeatingg row/repeaating airfoil cascade
geom
metry (
)
wo dimensionnal
• Flow is tw
• Axial vellocity is constant (u1=u2=u3)
• Losses are characteerized by the
t
stage
polytropic efficienncy, e
• Mean raddius is constannt (rm=(rh+rt)/2
2)
• Gas is calorifically perrfect

Figu
ure 2. Cascadee Airfoil Nom
menclature [4].
The flow
w field insidee an axial coompressor is quite
complex, a reason thaat explains thhe proliferatioon of
research and
a developm
ment activities over the yearrs [3].
The prim
mary aim of this study iss to reach a three
dimensional design thhat can be useed for furtherr fine
tuning annd optimization. This is achieved by folloowing
some welll established design proceddures and com
mmon
practice. The paper beegins with a brief reminder on
compresssor aerodynam
mics and addreesses key issuues on
fixed mean
m
radius repeating-row
w-repeating stage
compresssor design. Affterwards the nominal operrating
point is selected and number of stagges are determ
mined,
lastly aerrodynamic deesign issues are
a addressedd and
results are briefly discuussed.

Fiigure 3. Veloccity triangles ffor compresso
or stage.
Notee that the asssumption of cconstant axiaal velocity
greattly simplifies the analysis because every
y velocity
trian
ngle in Fig. has
h the same base dimenssion. This
apprroach is also consistent w
with the curreent design
practtice [4]. In ordder to achievee constant axiaal velocity
crosss sectional areea is altered acccording to Eq
q. 1.
(1)

PRESSOR AERODYNAM
MICS
2. COMP

station
Assu
uming uniform
m total propeerties at the
then the cross secttional flow arrea
can be calculated
using
g the so calledd mass flow pparameter (MF
FP) by Eq.
2. Mass
M
flow parrameter is deffined as per Eq
E 3. It is
partiicularly usefuul for calculaating flow arreas or in
findiing any singlle flow quanntity, provided
d that the
otherr four quantitiies are knownn at that station
n [5].

The very first stage in a compressorr design task is the
understannding of comppressor aerodyynamics. One axial
compresssor stage consists of a rotor and a stator. Rotor
R
adds kineetic energy too the flow whhereas this kiinetic
energy iss turned into pressure
p
in thee stator. The stator
also provvides the correect flow anglee for the upcooming
stage. A compressor stage consistts of movingg and
stationaryy airfoils term
med as bladess (rotor) and vanes
v
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Another important quantity of interest to the designer
is the disk speed
to the inlet speed ratio. With
the aid of velocity triangles and some trigonometry
this can be calculated as follows (Eq. 12).

(2)
1

1

(3)

2

(12)
from velocity

Since the stages are repeating
triangles.

Consequently for a specified value of the diffusion
factor, solidity and stage polytropic efficiency one can
plot the whole family of solutions for a repeating row
repeating stage compressor stage as a function the
flow inlet angle
[5]. The results are provided in
Fig.4. Note that, this figure holds the key for the
repeating-rowrepeating stage design procedure.

(4)
(5)
In this case the diffusion factor is the same for both
from Eq. 6
the rotor and the stator. If one solves for

For a design to be realistic one must take into account
radial variations. In order to do a constant amount of
work on the fluid passing through a stage less turning
of the fluid is required with increasing radius due to
the Euler pump equation [6]. Furthermore, static
pressure has to increase to keep the radial equilibrium
of the swirling flow. Consequently, airfoil and flow
properties should vary in the radial direction.

1

(6)
2
Therefore for a given value of , σ and D there is
value [5], which can be
only one corresponding
solved from Eq. 7.

2

1

1
1

(7)

1

4

where,
2

(8)

Temperature rise accross the stage can be calculated
from the total enthalpy change, which in turn can be
calculated from the velocity triangles as per Eq. 9.
Note that since the gas is calorifically perfect and
∆ .
there is no chemical reaction, then ∆
∆
(9)

Figure 4. Repating Compressor Stage
(D = 0.55, σ = 1.0, e = 0.90).

1

In this paper, a case where the stagnation enthalpy is
constant along the radius is taken into consideration.
One such velocity distribution is the free vortex swirl
distribution. For free vortex swirl distribution the swirl
velocity is given by Eq. 13.

Consequently total enthalpy ratio accross the stage is
calculated according to Eq. 10.

1

1
1

(10)
/2

1

1

&

Knowing the total temperature ratio τ and stage
polytropic efficiency e stage pressure ratio π can be
calculated with Eq. 11.
/

(13)

Note that for a repeating stage design as is the case
and the degree of reaction is provided by
here
Eq. 14.

(11)
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°

1

other low bypass ratio turbofan engines. Computations
are carried out in OCTAVE environment. Finally, a
solid model is drawn for the three-stage fan.

(14)

where the constant a is given by,
1

3.1. Design Point Determination
The design process is accomplished with the selection
of the fan design point and the determination of the
number of fan stages. Off-design point complications
were not addressed. Thereafter, stage parameters D,
M0, σ, e and the aerodynamic definition of each stage
are chosen according to design guidelines and the
current technology level.Diffusion factor D is a
measure of difficulty for modelling the cascade and
airfoil flows in compressor. To determine a realistic
value, the present technology level is considered. With
the state-of-the-art aerodynamic understanding
designing for diffusion factors up to 0.6 are quite
possible. Thus it is logical to select D to be 0.56 for
the first design iteration. The other design point values
are M0 = 0.64,σ = 1 and e = 0.89.

(15)

°

Inlet guide vanes (IGV) are commonly used prior to
the first compressor stage. They have a dual purpose;
first one is to adjust to Mach number of the flow, the
second one is to divert the flow angle for the very first
compressor stage. Assuming that the flow is isentropic
between the free stream (0) and the exit of inlet guide
vanes (1), the following relation can be written
(Eq.16).
(16)

FP

Table 1 shows typical design values for axial
compressors
of
aeroengines.
These
values
nevertheless represent the state-of-the-art and hence
are used as guidelines throughout the design
procedure.

3.2. Determination of the Number of Stages
The number of stage has a number of effects on the
engine performance, especially on the pressure ratio
required for mixing and the temperature rise.
Determination of the number of stage is performed
within the light of the parametric cycle analysis,
baseline model and the existing engine models. The
most of the existing low bypass ratio turbofan engines
such as F-119 and EJ-200 utilize three stages in their
low pressure compressors and the selected baseline
model F-100 turbofan engine has also a three stage fan
[8]. Furthermore, the parametric analysis shows that
the selection of fan pressure ratio to be 3.8 would be
more logical in order to achieve required performance.
If the fan pressure ratio is determined to be 3.8, this
ratio can be easily accomplished with the three stage
fan. As a result, fan pressure ratio is selected to be 3.8
for our design.

Table 1. Typical values of compressor parameters [5].
Parameter
Flow coefficient
D-Factor
Axial Mach number
Degree of reaction
Reynolds number based on chord
Tip relative Mach number (1st
rotor)
Stage average solidity
Stage average aspect ratio
Polytropic efficiency
Hub rotational speed
Tip rotational speed
Loading coefficient
DCA blade Mach range
NACA-65 series Mach range
Blade leading radius
Compressor pressure ratio per
spool
Aspect ratio, fan
Aspect ratio, compressor
Taper ratio

Typical
value
0.6
0.45
0.5
0.5
5x105
1.3-1.4
1.4
1
0.9
300 m/s
400 m/s
0.35
0.8-1.2
<0.8
%5 of tmax

3.3. Aerodynamic Design
It is fortunate that, compressor stage design is not as
though as a turbine stage design. This is because the
Mach number of the flow decreases as it passes
through stages of compression and therefore
compressibility effects are reduced and also the
probability of shock is avoided. Furthermore due to
the reduced blade height at later stages (due to area
contraction) the difference between hub and tip speeds
also diminished aiding the designer. Most of the
compressors utilize NACA 65-series airfoils that give
adequate stall margin in subsonic conditions. In
multistage compressors, airfoils are designed to avoid
several stall situations. To illustrate, the front face of
the compressor tends to positive stall while the aft
stage has a tendency to negative stall that is the main
reason why airfoils are important in a compressor.

up to 20
~3
~2
0.8

3. DESIGN METHOD
The fan design process is started with examining the
fan of the baseline model F-100, which serves as the
powerplant to the F-16 fighter aircarft [7]. With the
information gained from baseline model and the
parametric cycle analysis, the new parameters are
determined for design point. After the design point
determination, the number of stages is determined
with the help of information of baseline model and

For the current design NACA 65A010 blade profile is
used for all stages. This profile is shown in Fig. 5,
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additionaally airfoil cooordinates are provided in Table
T
2. Leadinng edge radiuss is 0.654% of
o the chord leength.
Furtherm
more, the tip profile has 3%
% thickness annd the
hub profiile has 10% thhickness for thhe first stage. Since
both the hub and thee tip linear sppeeds are redduced
from thee front to thee aft of the fan (due to area
contractioon), the tip prrofile has 4%
% thickness annd the
hub profi
file has 9% thhickness for stage
s
2. Simillar to
the seconnd stage, the tip and the huub profiles haave 5
and 8% thicknesses respectively
r
fo the third stage.
for
s
The hub profiles havee also wider cambers
c
due to
t the
lower linnear speed raather than tiip profiles inn our
design. The
T hub, tip annd mid-span profiles
p
for thee first
stage aree provided seeen in Fig.6.. The profiles are
stacked on
o top of eachh other and hence
h
a quasi three
dimensional blade shappe is obtainedd.

pled Euler andd boundary laayer equation
ns in order
coup
to check
c
for exxit deviationss and to allso verify
polytropic efficienncies as well as assumptio
ons on the
diffu
usion factor [9],
[
however we have nott followed
such
h a detailed proocedure for a preliminary design.
d

Fig
gure 6. Hub, Tip
T and Midsppan Profiles off the First
Stage.

Table 2. Airfoil
A
coordiinates.
x
0
0.5
0.75
1.25
2.5
5
7.5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

y
0
0.7753
0.9368
1.1923
1.6303
2.1872
2.6525
3.0429
3.6607
4.1288
4.4834
4.7413
4.9114
4.9938
4.9816
4.8618
4.6306
4.301
3.8966
3.4298
2.9104
2.3518
1.7714
1.1893
0.6033
0

dy/dx
n/a
0.7243
0.5866
0.4471
0.2809
0.1953
0.1721
0.1432
0.1069
0.0812
0.0608
0.0427
0.0256
0.0075
-0.0126
-0.0353
-0.0572
-0.0739
-0.0876
-0.0994
-0.1081
-0.1149
-0.1158
-0.1188
-0.1089
-6.0658

(17)
Solid
dity σ being known numbber of bladess is easily
foun
nd by dividinng the circum
mference at the mean
radiu
us to the bladde spacing s aand rounding up to the
next integer.
Table 3.
3 Summary oof fan design.
Stage

0
0.64
1
1001.3
2993.2
2000.7
630.1
1.1121

1
0.867
1.6651
101.3
293.2
239.6
591.2
1.095

2
0.68
1.5497
168.7
345.3
291.4
539.4
0.751

3
0.595
1.4681
261.4
397.4
323.5
507.2
0.546

Table 4. Number
N
of bladdes for each ro
ow.
Stage

0

c/h
Blad
des
Chorrd, mm

-

c/h
Blad
des
Chorrd, mm

0.3
2
21
12.73

1
Rotor
0.4
18
15.42
Stator
0.4
21
12.79

2

3

0.4
25
10.72

0.4
34
7.86

0.4
30
9.14

0.4
39
6.84

A scchematic crosss-section of the fan is prrovided in
Fig.7
7. As seen in the
t figure threee stages follo
ow an inlet
guide vane. Threee dimensional rotor and sttator parts
of th
he fan are draawn with the aaid of a solid modeling
prog
gram. Hub andd case were aalso added to
o the three
dimeensional solidd models. Thhe whole fan assembly
can be seen in Fig
F 8. Similarrly the stator and rotor
assem
mblies are inddividually shown in Fig. 9.

Fiigure 5. NAC
CA 65A010 Bllade Profile.
While deetermining metal
m
angles γ,
γ we chose zero
incidencee angles for all stages across, which is noothing
but the common
c
desiggn practice, and
a exit deviaations
are comppensated as peer the Carter ruule (Eq. 17). Blade
B
angles are
a
provided in Table 5.
5 More dettailed
calculatioons would reqquire blade-to-blade solutioons of
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Figure 7.. Fan cross secction.
Table 5.
5 Blade Anglles.
Hub

Stage
IGV
1
2
3

Rotor
Innlet

Meaan

S
Stator

Rotor

0.0

E
Exit

Stator

T
Tip
Rotor

0.00

58.8

mbly.
Figure 8. Cuutaway view of the fan assem

Stator
0
0.0

38..7

29.2

Innlet

9.9

67.0

-53.6

53.6

-68.3

43.6

E
Exit

60.7

33.8

-20.8

20.8

-57.1

13.5

Innlet

-21.9

62.7

-53.6

53.6

-65.2

46.3

E
Exit

44.3

29.5

-20.8

20.8

-51.1

15.1

Innlet

-34.6

60.2

-53.6

53.6

-62.8

48.0

E
Exit

27.9

27.0

-20.8

20.8

-46.1

16.2

4. CONC
CLUSION
In concluusion a quasi three
t
dimensioonal fan desiggn has
been acccomplished ussing a repeatting row repeeating
stage deesign proceddure. Note that
t
in an axial
compresssor the actual flow field is quite elaboraate. In
this design proceduree recall that secondary flows,
f
leakages are not incoorporated into design dirrectly.
Howeverr, they are soomehow accoounted for inn the
choice off polytropic efficiency.
e
Poolytropic efficiency
is an inddicator of the technologyy level. Thereefore,
these effeects can be lum
mped into thiss parameter, foor the
sake of performing preliminary calculations. This
preliminaary compressoor design can then be utilizzed as
a baseliine for som
me quite soophisticated three
design procedures
dimensional inverse aerodynamic
a
in order to
t optimize thhe aerodynamiic shape. Therrefore
such a preliminary deesign proceduure can reducce the
overall tuurnover time for design iteeration. After these
efforts a test rig wouuld ultimatelyy be necessaary to
obtain thee full operatinng characteristtics experimenntally
and to chheck the validity of certain assumptions made
during the preliminary design phase.

Figure 9.. Stator and rootor assemblies.
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